Team 2x Week Contract AgreementContract Commitment:
The reason we are able to offer such low rates within these contracts are because of the
commitment you make to time slots within the team program. Therefore we can not permit
usage of these contracts outside of the team program or outside of the guidelines following
below.
Usage:
The 2x Week contract allows you access to two classes per week within the team program. It is
not equivalent to 9 classes per month. The discount on this contract is given because of your
commitment to that 2x Week time slot. If the contract is used correctly you will have access of
up to 9 classes per month bringing the class rate to about $17.78. The exception to this being
February on non leap years where you may only have access to 8 Classes.
Pricing/ Billing:
The 2x Week Contract Price is $160/month. Average Class price is $17.78 when the contract is
used correctly. Contracts are billed every month on the first of the month through our autopay
system.
Termination Policy:
All contract terminations must be submitted in writing.
Contracts are billed automatically on the first of every month. If you terminate your contract on
or before the 28th of the previous month that your contract is set to be billed you will not be
charged for termination of the contract.
If you terminate your contract on or after the 29th of the previous month your contract is set to
be billed your contract will run on the first and you can still be refunded 66% of your payment so
long as you submit your request for termination before the 1st of the month.
If you terminate your contract on or after the 1st of the month without having used any classes
you can be refunded 33% of your payment so long as you submit your request for cancellation
before the 4th of the month.
Contracts can not be terminated on or after the 4th of the month and can not be terminated if
they are used.
Inlet Parkour reserves the right to terminate any contract for upcoming autopays for
circumstances such as contract amendments or absentee clients.
Discounts:
When purchasing Multiple Contracts within your immediate family at once you qualify for the
discount of multiple children. Discounts are as follows. 33% for the second child. 50% for every
child after that. Discounts are always applied to the lower cost pricing option.
Restrictions:
2x Week Contracts can not be used outside of the Team program. Team students are also not
allowed to partake in classes outside of their level as it defeats the purpose of creating a
consistent and motivating environment for the students in the program.
Alpha Company Exemption:
Alpha Company students can use their contract in Youth Rec Classes within their age group,
but Rec Students can not use their contract in Alpha or any other Team classes. However, if a
student does not show up to a significant amount of the Alpha Company Classes they may be
removed from team.
Make up Classes:

Team 2x Week Contract AgreementIf a Class is missed you can purchase a make up class for $12 matching the single class
contract rate to the drop-in rate.
Booking/ Scheduling:
Be sure to schedule and book your classes ahead of time by handwritten notice, texting,
emailing, or using the schedule online at inletpk.com/schedule/. If no one is booked to attend a
class the class will not be held. Likewise, if a class is full you will not be admitted. All schedule
changes should be submitted in writing. We advise you to list the sections of the classes that
you plan on attending so that we can better coordinate scheduling. In the case of class
overcrowding admittance will be on a first come first serve basis with booking. With the
exception that students who are on an enrollment contract will receive first priority to classes as
it is assumed with their contract that they will be attending all instances of the class.
Team Handbook Considerations:
Within the team program are strict guidelines and rules that are in place to ensure that students
are using their time with the most value possible, that they are working together as a group to
help each other achieve their goals, and that they are maintaining a healthy work environment
that nurtures the fun aspects of parkour as well as the ones that require hard work and self
discipline. The values instilled in the team program are something we are not willing to
compromise on. These values are the core system that allows our students to progress and
achieve at the highest levels possible. There are shifts in levels that will affect scheduling
through promotions of rank to higher level teams as students reach higher skill levels. With
these promotions we require that students enter into the environment that best suits their
training. With that being said there are also consequences for students who do not follow the
guidelines within the program that can also affect scheduling. These consequences are only
dealt out to the most serious of offenses and we try to issue these consequences sparingly. For
example, something we do not tolerate is the Assault of another student. Depending on how
many offenses a student has on charges such as these could result in the immediate removal
from class as well as a demotion to a lower level or removal from the team program altogether.
In the case of promotions we will do our best to give you ample time to prepare for scheduling
changes and to revisit your options with team contracts. However, in the case of punishments
they must be issued swiftly and immediately otherwise they will not be effective in maintaining
the core values that make the team program what it is.
A full literature regarding levels, teams, promotions, demotions, awards, and consequences can
be found in the team handbook available on https://inletpk.com/assessment-and-selection/
I, ___________________________ (print name) agree to the terms, conditions, and
considerations of this contract.
Signature_______________________
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